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Question: 1

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.
In order to install Microsoft Intune client software on a computer, you need to be a member of that
computer’s "Administrators" group.
Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select “No change is
needed”. If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice than makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Remote Management users
C. Power users
D. Remote Desktop users

Answer: A

Explanation:
The account that installs the Intune client software must have local administrator permissions to that
computer.
Reference: Requirements for Microsoft Intune
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn646950.aspx

Question: 2

Your company is deploying a new application on employee’s personal Windows RT devices. The
devices are registered with Microsoft Intune.
You need to publish the new application to Microsoft Intune cloud storage so that the employees can
install the published application.
What are requirements of the published installation files?

A. In order to publish the files, Internet speed must be at least 50 kbps
B. The cumulative total file size for the published applications must be smaller than 2 GB
C. In order to upload the software, the files must be a .zip format
D. As many files as necessary may be uploaded, but no single file may be larger than 2 GB

Answer: D

Explanation:
Before you publish computer apps to Microsoft Intune cloud storage make sure no single file size is
larger than 2 GB.
Reference: Deploy apps to computers in Microsoft Intune
https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn646961.aspx
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Your company needs a service that eliminates a single point of failure on any provisioned service.
Which feature can Microsoft Azure offer to lower the probability of a failure that disrupts business
operations?

A. HDInsight
B. scalability
C. high availability
D. backup

Answer: C

Explanation:
A highly available cloud application implements strategies to absorb the outage of the dependencies
like the managed services offered by the cloud platform. Despite possible failures of the cloud
platform’s capabilities, this approach permits the application to continue to exhibit the expected
functional and non-functional systemic characteristics.
Incorrect answers:
Not A: Azure HDInsight deploys and provisions Apache Hadoop clusters in the cloud, providing a
software framework designed to manage, analyze, and report on big data with high reliability and
availability.
Reference: Disaster Recovery and High Availability for Azure Applications
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn251004.aspx

Question: 4

This question requires that you evaluate the underlined text to determine if it is correct.
"Redundant" Microsoft Azure applications are able to meet increased demand with consistent results
in acceptable time window.
Instructions: Review the underlined text. If it makes the statement correct, select “No change is
needed”. If the statement is incorrect, select the answer choice than makes the statement correct.

A. No change is needed
B. Highly Available
C. Fault Tolerant
D. Scalable

Answer: D

Explanation:
Scalable applications are able to meet increased demand with consistent results in acceptable time
windows.
When a system is scalable, it scales horizontally or vertically to manage increases in load while
maintaining consistent performance. In basic terms, horizontal scaling adds more machines of the
same size (processor, memory, bandwidth) while vertical scaling increases the size of the existing
machines.
Reference: Disaster Recovery and High Availability for Azure Applications
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn251004.aspx
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